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Abstra t
In this paper we extend the stru ture of
the Knowledge Base of Fuzzy Rule Base
Systems in a hierar hi al way, in order
to make it more exible. This exibility will allow us to have linguisti rules
de ned over linguisti partitions with
di erent granularity levels, and thus to
improve the modeling of those problem
subspa es where the former models have
bad performan e.
To do so, we propose a lo al approa h to
design linguisti models whi h are a urate to a high degree and may be suitably interpreted. This approa h will be
based on the development of a Hierar hial System of Linguisti Rules learning
methodology, whi h has been thought as
a re nement of simple linguisti models
whi h, preserves their des riptive power
and introdu es small hanges to in rease
their a ura y. We also introdu e an
iterative extension to this method, and
ompare both with a previous global hierar hi al method.
Keywords: Linguisti Modeling, Mamdani-type
Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems, hierar hi al linguisti partitions, Hierar hi al Knowledge Base, rule
sele tion, Geneti Algorithms.
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1 Introdu tion
One of the most important appli ations of Fuzzy
Rule-Based Systems (FRBSs) is System Modeling
[1, 10℄. Linguisti Modeling [12℄ is the usual type
of System Modeling where the main requirement
is the interpretability of the model. It also has a
problem asso iated whi h is its la k of a ura y in
some omplex problems. This fa t is due to some
problems related to the linguisti rule stru ture
onsidered, whi h are a onsequen e of the in exibility of the on ept of linguisti variable [15℄. To
deal with this problem, we extend the Knowledge
Base (KB) stru ture of linguisti FRBSs by introdu ing the on ept of "layers ". In this extension,
whi h is also a generalization, the KB is omposed
of a set of layers where ea h one ontains linguisti
partitions with di erent granularity levels and linguisti rules whose linguisti variables take values
in these partitions. This KB is alled Hierar hial Knowledge Base (HKB), and it is formed by a
Hierar hi al Data Base (HDB) and a Hierar hi al
Rule Base (HRB), ontaining linguisti partitions
of the said type and linguisti rules de ned over
them, respe tively.
In this paper, we will show results of three
Linguisti Modeling approa hes -developed by
means of linguisti FRBSs- whi h allows us to
learn HRBs, i.e., Hierar hi al Systems of Linguisti Rules Learning Methodologies (HSLR-LMs).
First, we will introdu e a Two-Level HSLR-LM
-whose linguisti variables are de ned on a twolevel HDB- whi h is a lo al approa h that, as a
simple models re nement, improves its a ura y
without losing its interpretability to a high degree. Later, will also show results of an iterative

extension of this methodology (more than twolevel) and ompare the results of both methods
with a previous global hierar hi al approa h.
To do so, this paper is set up as follows. In Se tion 2, a des ription of the HKB and the relation
between its omponents is regarded. In Se tion 3,
two methodologies (lo al and global approa hes)
to automati ally design a HKB from a generi linguisti rule generating method are introdu ed. In
Se tion 4, a Linguisti Modeling pro ess obtained
from previous methodologies and a well-known indu tive linguisti rule generation pro ess is applied to solve a real-world appli ation. Finally in
Se tion 5, some on luding remarks are pointed
out.

2

Hierar hi al Knowledge Base
Philosophy

The KB stru ture usually employed in the eld of
Linguisti Modeling has the drawba k of its la k
of a ura y when working with very omplex systems. This fa t is due to some problems related to
the linguisti rule stru ture onsidered, whi h are
a onsequen e of the in exibility of the on ept
of linguisti variable [15℄. A summary of these
problems may be found in [2℄, and it is brie y
enumerated as follows:

 There

is a la k of exibility in the FRBSs
be ause of the rigid partitioning of the input
and output spa es.

 When the system input variables are dependent themselves, it is very hard to fuzzy partition the input spa es.

 The

homogenous partitioning of the input
and output spa es when the input-output
mapping varies in omplexity within the
spa e is ineÆ ient and does not s ale to high
dimensional spa es.

 The size of the Rule Base (RB) dire tly de-

pends on the number of variables and linguisti terms in the system. Obtaining an
a urate FRBS requires a signi ant granularity amount, i.e., it needs of the reation
of new linguisti terms. This granularity inrease auses the number of rules to rise signi antly, whi h may take the system to lose

the apability of being interpretable for human beings.
Due to the in exibility of the KB stru ture used
in Linguisti Modeling, whi h as has been said is a
onsequen e of the on ept of linguisti variable,
we present a more exible KB stru ture that allows us to improve the a ura y of linguisti models without losing their interpretability to a high
degree: the HKB. It is omposed of a set of layers,
and ea h layer is de ned by its omponents in the
following way:

layer(t; n(t)) = DB (t; n(t)) + RB (t; n(t))
with:

 n(t) being the number of linguisti

ompose the partitions of layer t.

terms that

 DB (t; n(t)) being the Data Base (DB) whi h
ontains the linguisti partitions with granularity level n(t) of layer t:

 RB (t; n(t))

being the RB formed by those
linguisti rules whose linguisti variables take
values in the former partitions.

At this point, we should note that, in this work,
we are using linguisti partitions with the same
number of linguisti terms for all input-output
variables, omposed of triangular-shaped, symmetri al and uniformly distributed membership
fun tions.
From now on and for the sake of simpli ity, we are
going to refer to the omponents of a DB (t; n(t))
and RB (t; n(t)) as t-linguisti partitions and tlinguisti rules, respe tively.
This set of layers is organized as a hierar hy,
where the order is given by the granularity level
of the linguisti partition de ned in ea h layer.
That is, given two su essive layers t and t + 1;
then the granularity level of the linguisti partitions of layer t +1 is greater than the ones of layer
t. This auses a re nement of the previous layer
linguisti partitions. As a onsequen e of the previous de nitions, we ould now de ne the HKB
as the union of every layer t:

HKB = [t layer(t; n(t))

In the remainder of this Se tion, we are going
to study the linguisti partitions and their extension to onsider them as omponent parts of the
DB (t; n(t)) of the layer(t; n(t)). Then, we are
going to des ribe the relation between DBs from
di erent layers (e.g. t and t +1), and to develop a
methodology to build them under ertain requirements. Finally, we will explain how to relate these
DBs with linguisti rules, i.e., to reate RBs from
them.
2.1

Hierar hi al Data Base

In this Subse tion, we are going to show how to
build the HDB, bearing in mind that it is organized in a hierar hy, where the order is given by an
in reasing granularity level of the linguisti partitions.
To extend the lassi al linguisti partition, let us
onsider a partition P of the domain U of a linguisti variable A in the layer t :
n
o
PA = S1 ; :::; Sn(t)
with Sk (k = 1; ::; n(t)) being linguisti terms
whi h des ribe the linguisti variable A: These linguisti terms are mapped into fuzzy sets by the
semanti fun tion M , whi h gives them a meaning: MU : Sk ! Sk (u) [15℄:
We extend this de nition of P allowing the existen e of several partitions, ea h one with a different number of linguisti terms, i.e., with a different granularity level. To do so, we add the
parameter n(t) to the de nition of the linguisti
partition P , whi h represents the granularity level
of the partitions ontained in the layer t where it
is de ned:
n
o
PAn(t) = S1n(t) ; :::; Snn((tt))
where PAn(t)

2 DB (t; n(t)):

On the one hand, we de ided to preserve all the
membership fun tion modal points, orresponding to ea h linguisti term, through the higher layers of the hierar hy in order to ful ll the rst requirement. On the other hand, and with the aim
of building a new t+1-linguisti partition ; we just
add a new linguisti term between ea h two onse utive terms of the t-linguisti partition. To do
so, we redu e the support of these linguisti terms
in order to keep pla e for the new one, whi h is
lo ated in the middle of them. An example of the
orresponden e among a 1-linguisti partition, a
2-linguisti partition, and a 3-linguisti partition,
with n(1)=3, n(2)=5 and n(3)=9 respe tively, is
shown in Figure 1.
Table 1: Hierar hy of DBs starting from 2 or 4
initial terms:
DB(t,n(t))
DB (1; 2)
DB (2; 3)
DB (3; 5)
DB (4; 9)
..
.
DB (6; 33)
..
.

or

DB(t,n(t))
DB (1; 4)
DB (2; 7)
DB (3; 13)
DB (4; 25)
..
.
DB (6; 97)
..
.

DB(1,3)

S13

S 33

S 23

DB(2,5)
S

5
1

S

5
2

S

5
3

S

5
4

S

5
5

In order to build the HDB, we develop an strategy
whi h satis es two main requirements:

 To preserve all possible fuzzy set stru tures
from one layer to the next in the hierar hy.

 To make smooth transitions between su
sive layers.

es-

DB(3,9)

S19 S 29 S 39 S 49 S 59 S 69 S 79 S 89 S 99

Figure 1: Three layers of linguisti partitions

whi h ompose the HDB
Table 2: Mapping between terms from su essive
DBs
DB(t+1,2n(t)-1)
DB(t,n(t))
S22kn(3t) 1
Skn(t1)
!
S22kn(2t) 1
!
Skn(t)
S22kn(1t) 1
S22kn(t) 1
(t)
!
(t) 1
Skn+1
S22kn+1
As a result of the above onsiderations, Table
1 shows the number of linguisti terms whi h is
needed in ea h t-linguisti partition in DB (t; n(t))
to satisfy the previous requirements. The values
of parameter n(t) represent the t-linguisti partition granularity levels and depend on the initial
value of n(t) de ned in the rst layer (e.g. 2 or 4
in Table 1).
Generi ally, we ould say that a DB from a layer
t + 1 is obtained from its prede essor as:

DB (t; n(t)) ! DB (t + 1; 2  n(t) 1)
whi h means that a t-linguisti partition in
DB (t; n(t)) with n(t) linguisti terms be omes a
(t+1)-linguisti partition in DB (t +1; 2  n(t) 1).
In order to satisfy the previous requirements, ea h
linguisti term Skn(t) -term of order k from the
t-linguisti partition in DB (t; n(t)) - is mapped
into S22kn(1t) 1 ; preserving the former modal points,
and a set of n(t)-1 new terms is reated, ea h
(t)
one between Skn(t) and Skn+1
(k = 1; :::; n(t) 1).
This mapping is learly shown in Table 2 and a
graphi al example is to be found in Figure 1.
In this view, we an generalize this two-level su essive layer de nition for n(t); for all layers t in
the following way:

n(t) = (N

1)  2t

1

+1

with n(1) = N; i.e., the number of linguisti
terms in the initial layer partitions.

2.2

Hierar hi al Rule Base

In this Subse tion we explain how to develop
an RB from layer t + 1 based on RB (t; n(t)),
DB (t; n(t)) and DB (t + 1; 2  n(t) 1), in order
to reate an HRB. Later, in the following Se tion,
we are going to give a on rete method to perform
this task for an Iterative Pro ess.
The t-linguisti RB stru ture is formed by a olle tion of well known Mamdani-type linguisti
rules:

Rin(t) : IF x1 is Sin1(t) and : : :
n(t) T HEN y is B n(t)
: : : and xm is Sim
i
with x1 ; : : : ; xm and y being the input linguisti variables and the output one, respe tively;
n(t) , B n(t) being linguisand with Sin1(t) ; : : : ; Sim
i
ti terms from di erent t-linguisti partitions of
DB (t; n(t)), with fuzzy sets asso iated de ning
their meaning. In this ontribution, we will use
the Minimum t-norm in the role of onjun tive
and impli ation operator and the Center of Gravity weighted by the mat hing degree [3℄ as defuzziation strategy.
The main purpose of developing an HRB is to
model the problem spa e in a more a urate way.
To do so, those t-linguisti rules that model a
subspa e with bad performan e are expanded into
a set of (t+1)-linguisti rules, whi h be ome their
image in RB (t + 1; 2  n(t) 1). This set of rules
model the same subspa e that the former one and
repla es it.
We should note that not all t-linguisti rules are
to be expanded. Only those t-linguisti rules
whi h model a subspa e of the problem with a
signi ant error be ome the ones that are involved in this rule expansion pro ess to build the
RB (t+1; 2n(t) 1). The remaining rules preserve
their lo ation in RB (t; n(t)). An explanation for
this behavior ould be found in the fa t that it is
not always true that a set of rules with a higher
granularity level, performs a better modeling of a
problem than another one, with a lower granularity level. Moreover, this is not true for all kinds
of problems, and what is more, it is also not true
for all linguisti rules that model a problem [6℄.

3

System Modeling with an HKB

In this part of the paper we will introdu e two
methodologies whi h develop a HKB. On the one
hand in the following Subse tion a lo al TwoLevel HSLR Learning Methodology (HSLR-LM)
and its iterative extension (I-HSLR-LM) are introdu ed. Later, HSLR is ompared with a
global approa h (G-(I-)HSLR-LM) previously introdu ed by Ishibu hi et al. in [9℄.
3.1

A Lo al Approa h: A Two-Level
HSLR Learning Methodology
(HSLR-LM)

This methodology was proposed in [7℄ as a strategy to improve simple linguisti models preserving
their stru ture and des riptive power, by reinfor ing only the modeling of those problem subspa es
with more diÆ ulties by a hierar hi al treatment
of the rules generated in these zones. Due to this
reason, HSLRs are based on two hierar hi al levels, i.e., a HKB of two layers.
In the following, the stru ture of the learning
methodology and its most important omponents
are brie y des ribed:
1. Hierar hi al Knowledge Base Generation
Pro ess
(a) Generate the initial RB(1,n(1)) from
the present DB(1,n(1)) using any indu tive Linguisti Rule Generating method
(LRG-method); the initial 1-linguisti
partitions given by an expert, and a
training data set.
(b) Sele t those bad performan e 1linguisti rules RBbad (1; n(1)), whi h
are going to be expanded, making
the di eren e from the good ones
RBgood (1; n(1)), by omparing their
error with the one performed by the
whole rule set.
( ) Obtain
the
next
layer
DB,
DB (2,2n(1) 1).
(d) Now, for ea h Rin(1) 2 RBbad (1; n(1)):
i. Sele t the 2-linguisti partition
terms whi h have a "signi ant
interse tion" with the ones in Rin(1) :

ii. Combine the previously sele ted sets.
iii. Extra t 2-linguisti rules from the
ombined sele ted 2-linguisti partition terms and the use of an LRGmethod. These 2-linguisti rules
are the image of the expanded linguisti rule Rin(1) ; i.e., the andidates to be in the HRB from rule
i; (CLR(Rin(1) )).
(e) Obtain a joined set of andidate linguisti rules, JCLR, performing the union
of the group of the new generated 2linguisti rules (CLR(Rin(1) )) and the
former good performan e 1-linguisti
rules ( RBgood (1; n(1))):

JCLR = RBgood (1; n(1))[([i CLR(Rin(1) ))
with Rin(1) 2 RBbad (1; n(1)):
2. Hierar hi al Rule Base Sele tion Pro ess.
Simplify the set JCLR by using a geneti
linguisti rule sele tion pro ess, in order to
remove the unne essary rules from it, and
to generate an HKB with good ooperation
[4, 9℄:
. HRB = Sele t(JCLR)
3. User Evaluation Pro ess. Evaluate the obtained model. If it is not appropriate, adapt
the granularity of the initial linguisti partitions n(1) and/or the threshold whi h determine if an n(t)-linguisti rule will be expanded in a set of (2n(t) 1)-linguisti rules
, and apply again the methodology in order
to obtain a better model.
We should note that this methodology was
thought as an strategy to improve simple linguisti models. Therefore, we ould sele t any indu tive LGR-method to build the HRB, based on
the existen e of a set of input-output data ETDS
and a previously de ned DB (1; n(1)): In order to
illustrate this situation, two LRG-methods have
been used in [7℄: the one proposed by Wang and
Mendel in [14℄ and the one proposed by Thrift in
[13℄.
This Two-level HSLR-LM was extended in [8℄ by
onsidering it as an iterative pro ess. While the

its image, there is no possibility for this reinfor ement.

former methodology was thought as a simple des riptive re nement of linguisti models, the Iterative HSLR-LM (I-HSLR-LM) is viewed as an
a urate re nement of those models, whi h preserves HSLR-LM features but loses des ription,
having linguisti rules de ned over more than two
layers in the HRB, in order to improve the modeling a ura y performed by the learned HSLR.
3.2

A Global HSLR Learning
Methodology (G-HSLR-LM)

As said, another approa h generated in the same
line have been performed by Ishibu hi et al. [9℄
This method obtains an HSLR reating several hierar hi al linguisti partitions with di erent granularity levels, generating the omplete set of linguisti rules in ea h of these partitions, taking the
union of all of these sets, and nally performing
a geneti rule sele tion pro ess on the whole rule
set. For the sake of simpli ity, in this Subse tion
we will refer to this method as a global HSLR
learning methodology (G-HSLR-LM), in order to
distinguish it from our lo al approa h (HSLRLM). Although G-HSLR-LM was designed to onstru t a fuzzy lassi ation system, and the main
purpose of the HSLR-LM proposed in this paper
is to perform Linguisti Modeling, some interesting oin iden es and di eren es have been found
between them:
Although G-HSLR-LM was designed to onstru t
a fuzzy lassi ation system, and the main purpose of the HSLR-LM proposed in this paper is
to perform Linguisti Modeling, some interesting
oin iden es and di eren es have been found between them:

 While HSLR-LM lo

ally expands those rules
whi h perform a bad modeling in some subspa es of the problem, G-HSLR-LM performs
the same task in a global way, i.e., it expands
all rules in all granularity levels.

 Due to the global expansion it performs, G-

HSLR-LM allows the HSLR derived from it,
to present both the expanded rule and some
of the rules omposing its image in the next
layer RB, thus resulting in a reinfor ement
of the expanded rule. As said, sin e HSLRLM dire tly substitutes the expanded rule by

 Both methods perform a geneti

rule sele tion to extra t the set of rules whi h best ooperates between them, i.e. the HRB, but on
a di erent rule set. We should note that, in
order to allow the omparison between both
hierar hi al methods, the same tness was
used in the GA for both approa hes.

Table 3 shows a ommon notation for both hierarhi al methodologies in order to larify their similarities and di eren es. We should remember that
CLR(Rin(1) ) stands for the image of the expanded
bad linguisti rule Rin(1) ; whi h joined with the
former good performan e 1-linguisti rules onstitute the set of andidate linguisti rules to be
in the nal HRB.
Table 3: Lo al and Global Sele tion Pro esses
HSLR-LM
HRB = Sele tion
(RBgood (t; n(t)) [ ([i CLR(Rin(1) )))
G-HSLR-LM HRB = Sele tion
(RB (t; n(t)) [ RB (t + 1; n(t + 1))))
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Examples of Appli ation:
Experiments and Analysis of
Results

With the aim of analyzing the behavior of the proposed methodology, a real-world ele tri al engineering distribution problems in Spain have been
sele ted [5, 11℄. The on ern of this problem is to
relate some hara teristi s of ertain village with
the a tual length of low voltage line ontained in
it. It would be preferable that the solutions obtained verify another requirement: they have not
only to be numeri ally a urate in the problem
solving, but must be able to explain how a spe i
value is omputed for a ertain village or town.
That is, it is interesting that these solutions are
interpretable by human beings to some degree.
Therefore, a relationship must be found between
some hara teristi s of the population and the
length of line installed on it, making use of some
known data, that may be employed to predi t the
real length of line in any other village. We will
try to solve this problem by generating di erent

models whi h an determine the unknown relationship, provided with the measured line length
(y), the number of inhabitants (x1 ) and the mean
distan e from the enter of the town to the three
furthest lients (x2 ), onsidered as the radius of
population i in the sample, in a sample of 495
rural nu lei [11℄.

bit less a urate than the G-HSLR(WM,3,5)
one in the approximation of the training set,
but it has signi antly better values for the
resulting test errors. Otherwise, the lo al Iterative methodology outperforms the global
and the Two-level ones in both kinds of errors.

 From the

The results obtained with the said methods
are shown in Table 4, where WM(r) stands
for the LRG-method onsidered with r granularity level linguisti partitions, HSLR(LRGmethod,n(1),n(2)) for the Two-level method with
initial and nal granularity levels partitions [6℄
and I-HSLR(LRG-method,n(1),n(p), k) as the Iterative method with initial, nal granularity levels partitions, and number of iterations [7℄. The
global methods are des ribed with the same parameters as the former methods but with a pre x
(G) indi ating their global ondition. Additionally, #R stands for the number of rules of the
orresponding HRB, MSEtra and MSEtst for the
values obtained in the MSE measure omputed
over the training and test data sets, respe tively.
The other parameters used in these experiments
are listed in the appendix.

omplexity point of view:
The hierar hi al methods have obtained relatively simple models if we onsider the a ura y improvements a hieved over the initial models generated by the WM-method.
The most lear examples are performed by
the omparison of WM(5) or WM(9) with
HSLR(WM,3,5). This simpler model beome more a urate than the other results in
MSEtra and MSEtst ; with a lesser number
of rules than the most a urate WM-method
experiment.
In view of these results, we should note that
it is not always true that a linguisti model
whose linguisti variables have terms de ned
over partitions with higher granularity levels, and onsequently with more rules, models better a problem than a simpler one [6℄.
This is also orroborated in Table 4, where
WM(9) does not improve WM(5) in MSEtst :
All of this, remarks the importan e of the use
of lo al based methods whi h only improve
those diÆ ult subspa es of a problem as a
gradual model re nement.

Table 4: Results obtained in the low voltage ele tri al appli ation onsidering = 1:1:

Method

WM(3)
WM(5)
WM(9)
HSLR(WM,3,5)
I-HSLR(WM,3,9,2)
G-HSLR(WM,3,5)
G-I-HSLR(WM,3,9,2)

MSEtra MSEtst #R
594276
298446
197613
178950
153976
177735
159851

626566
282058
283645
167318
165458
180721
189119
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13
29
12
35
15
31

In view of the results obtained in the experiments,
we should remark some important on lusions:

 From the a

ura y point of view:
The di erent models whi h make use of the
HKB learly outperform the WM-method
ones in all granularity level linguisti partitions and in both data sets, training and test.
Now omparing the hierar hi al approa hes,
it an be seen that the linguisti model generated from Two-level HSLR-LM is a little

5

Con luding Remarks

In this paper, a HKB has been proposed whi h is a
new approa h to design linguisti models a urate
to a high degree and suitably interpretable by human beings. Some HKB learning pro esses apable of automati ally generating linguisti models
following the said approa h have been introdu ed
as well, and their behavior has been ompared in
solving a real-world problem. The proposed proess has obtained very good results.

6

Appendix: Parameters used in the
Experiments

The initial DB used for the HSLR-LM is onstituted by three primary linguisti partitions

formed by three, four, and ve linguisti terms
with triangular-shaped fuzzy sets giving meaning
to them:

DB (1; 3) = fS 3 ; M 3 ; L3 g
DB (1; 4) = fV S 4 ; S 4 ; L4 ; V L4 g
DB (1; 5) = fV S 5 ; S 5 ; M 5 ; L5 ; V L5 g

Table 5: Parameters

Generation Parameters

Æ -(2n-1)-linguisti partition terms sele tor- 0:1
 -used to al ulate Ei 0:5
-used to de ide the expansion of rule1:1
Number of generations
Population size
Mutation probability
Crossover probability

Guidlines to Obtain a Good Uniform Fuzzy Partition Granularity for FRBSs using Simulated
Annealing, International Journal of Approximate
Reasoning, 2000. To appear.

[7℄ O. Cordon, F. Herrera, I. Zwir, Linguisti

where S, M, L, VS and VL stand for Small,
Medium, Large, Very Small, and Very Large, respe tively. The parameters used in all of the experiments are listed in Table 5:

GA Sele tion Parameters

[6℄ O. Cordon, F. Herrera, Villar P., Analysis and

500
61
0:1
0:6
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